of the harsh judgement levelled at carpetbaggers and 'manipulators'. One need not go far out on a limb to argue that Faulkner does not seem to like them any more than the narrator does. On the other hand, a good deal of effort would be required to explain why the anti-Semitic remark needs to be taken with a grain of salt. So far that effort has not been made. So far as I can determine, the vast literature on Faulkner does not contain a single reference to this inflammatory assertion about Jews.
Finding anti-Semitic leanings in Faulkner's work of this period is all the more striking because gradually, with the rise of Nazism in the 1930s, and especially after the Kristallnacht pogrom of 1938, crude attacks on Jews had become less and less acceptable to the elite New York publishers whose favour was indispensable to authors with great ambitions. Jews, however, had served Faulkner early on as figures eliciting an (evidently for him) stimulating cluster of anxieties concerning commercialisation, modernisation, powerlessness before financial and bureaucratic authorities, and miscegenation. That Faulkner had apparently not shed his suspicion of Jews by the early 1940s, even though the literary world had grown at least somewhat less receptive to overt declarations of such views, leads one to wonder whether he had not found some way of refocusing these anxieties on figures whose vilification would be tolerated or even heartily approved of by publishers and readers.
In 1939, with the publication of 'Barn Burning' in the June edition of Harper's, Faulkner presented what at the time he conceived of as an opening chapter of his epic chronicle of the despicable Snopes family, of whose assembled members the usually humane, judicious Gavin Stevens would later say in The Town, 'they none of them seemed to bear any specific kinship to one another; they were just Snopeses, like colonies of rats or termites are just rats or termites'. 3 Of course, Stevens's application to the Snopeses, in 1957, of the most notorious kinds of comparisons used in attacks on Jews in the 1930s does not by itself show that Faulkner wished the Snopeses to bring Jews or the despicable qualities attributed to Jews to mind or, even if he did, that the attitudes of a character, however sympathetic, should be simply equated with those of his creator. However, as we shall see, and whatever his designs in later writings may have been, when Faulkner created Ab Snopes for 'Barn Burning' he showered upon him attributes associated with the Jew as figured both in anti-Semitic iconography and in his own earlier fiction.
While it would be premature to conclude on the strength of this evidence alone that in writing 'Barn Burning' Faulkner harboured disguised anti-Semitic intentions, the presence in the tale of so many motifs picked up from anti-Semitic discourse should alert us to the ideologically charged nature of the narrative, and to the possibility that the work's most obvious political engagements -for example with the question of class antagonisms -do not exhaust its political meaning. In fact, some work of historical recovery may be necessary even to assess what seem the most straightforward ideological elements on display. For example, an essay that appeared in the same issue of Harper's as 'Barn Burning' noted: 'In certain circles it has become almost un-American to mention the plight of our share-croppers or our permanently unemployed -because Hitler has also mentioned such things.'
4 From the perspective suggested here, voiced some ninety days before the outbreak of the Second World War, Faulkner's story about a vicious sharecropper and the system that creates him could look less like a commentary on the domestic exploitation of labour than a contribution to the ongoing international debate about fascism and the political systems competing against it for citizens' loyalty. Faulkner's concerns, however, lay closer to home, for 'Barn Burning', much in the manner of the Agrarians, commits itself to the values of a South beleaguered by signs of modernisation that Faulkner, like others at the time, associated with Jews, signs that included the encroachment of an alien federal authority which, with the awe-inspiring monumentality on display in its massive public works, threatened to eclipse the iconic power found in traditional symbols of Southern life.
Although the Abner Snopes of 'Barn Burning' is one of the first Snopeses to appear in Yoknapatawpha, he has an important precursor in Faulkner's fiction, the stereotypically Jewish Ginsfarb of perhaps the most frankly anti-Semitic of Faulkner's works, 'Death Drag'. This story appeared in the January 1932 issue of Scribner's, but only after an editor had at first rejected it, in part on the grounds that its Jewish character was 'too nearly a caricature'. 5 In the tale, Ginsfarb makes his living by putting on shows in which he drops from a low-flying airplane onto a car driving just below, manned by a Jewish associate, and then hauls himself back into the plane by clambering up a dangling ladder.
Ginsfarb's surname is a good indication of Faulkner's procedures in this story, and of his sense, despite being a Southerner appearing in a Northern magazine, that he was a member of an exclusive in-group addressing his casually anti-Semitic colleagues. 'Ginsfarb', after all, is supposed to highlight what for Faulkner and, he assumes, his audience seems the comicalness of Jewish names, like Ginsberg or Goldfarb, by combining their elements into an outlandish whole existing nowhere but on the pages of 'Death Drag'. Faulkner acknowledges he is doing little but serving up stereotypes taken from popular ethnic humour, noting that Ginsfarb's speech is characterised by 'the diction of Weber and Fields in vaudeville, making his wh's into v's and his th's into d's'. 6 The unreflective pleasure Faulkner seems to take in such mannerisms ('"Do you think I should for a nickel maybe jump off the airplane?"' ( p. 191); '"You want I should swap to the car?"' ( p. 204)) makes it difficult to argue that he wants to spark contemplation of such matters as the mediated nature of ethnic identity. Instead, he suggests that vaudeville is grounded in the hard facts of racial difference. Ginsfarb, a short man, has a nose 'that would have fitted a six-foot body' ( p. 187). He is so obsessed with money that he has lamed himself by jumping prematurely onto the car, before the plane is properly in place, in order to save on petrol. His body -'limping, terrific, crablike' ( p. 187) -and behaviour confirm the lessons of popular culture regarding the Jew. 'Death Drag' thus seems to corroborate a 1937 sociological study on minority caricatures on the American stage, which concluded that 'on the basis of the evidence available, the most popular forms of the theater, especially the minstrel show, variety, and vaudeville' -like the Weber and Fields act -'present sketches of Negroes and immigrants which in the main are unreal, but which exist because they conform to the ethnocentric beliefs of the majority'. 7 Remarkably, in spite of the presence of figures like Ginsfarb in his works, substantial critical discussion of Faulkner's depictions of Jews is lacking. Such discussion has become a staple in analyses of Faulkner's contemporaries like Eliot, Pound, Hemingway, and Fitzgerald, whose works' anti-Semitic aspects have been subject to investigation for a generation. Ilse Dusoir Lind, on the other hand, has insisted that the humanism displayed in Faulkner's writings rules out the possibility that his works display hostility to Jews. Faulkner, she writes, was too aware of 'the complex relation existing between an individual and his milieu' to have allowed himself to be swayed by prejudices of his time and place. For Lind, Faulkner knew all too well that dislike of Jews was a result of social conditioning, and he was therefore immune to it. The 'tendency to think 6 T H E C A M B R I D G E Q UA RT E R LY in terms of racial stereotypes' is inconsistent with 'the essential integrity of his artistic vision'. 8 Neither his politeness to Jewish acquaintances, however, nor his awareness that people often uncritically accept the ideas of their peers very strongly suggests that Faulkner was free of anti-Semitic attitudes, or that they do not emerge at points in his work. After all, although it is clear that Faulkner rejected the most vicious white Southern stereotypes regarding blacks, it is at least possible that he felt the anti-Semitic views in the air at the time had some basis in truth. Moreover, Faulkner's correspondence sometimes exhibits just the sort of pedestrian prejudice that Lind says he had risen above. For example, in 1932 letters to Ben Wasson, his old friend and literary agent, he wrote of his pleasure at being able to write for MGM Studios from his home in Oxford, Mississippi, 'alone and with no interference from any Jew in California', and he bragged of his managing to negotiate a good contract 'with those Jews'. Even given the need to examine the depiction of Jews in Faulkner's works more thoroughly, 'Barn Burning' may not at first seem a likely spot to start. Critics, however, have in recent years detected notes of racial ambiguity in the ostensibly white Snopeses in that story. Richard Godden has found in the description of the Snopeses' campfire -'a small fire, neat, niggard almost' -an indication of the family's symbolic intertwining with other downtrodden people of the South. 10 John N. Duvall has argued that 'the nomadic, sharecropping Snopes family embodies a kind of pastiche of the diaspora consciousness that one associates with African-American experience'. 11 The idea of the Snopeses as diasporic nomads, however, might point equally in the direction of a Jewish connection, especially given the stereotype, not without some basis in fact, of the Jew as travelling pedlar. 
Moreover, Ab Snopes has much in common with Ginsfarb, apart from a generally vicious nature, grasping ways, and -on the other hand -a tenacity of will it is possible to admire, especially as that will is expressed in the teeth of almost universal contempt coming from people of superior status. Just as Ginsfarb, for example, seems to hold a nobler character in his spell (in his case an air force veteran of the war, not a Jew, who is unable to break free of his partner), Ab repeatedly imposes his will on his son Sarty, in spite of the latter's intuitions of his father's baseness. But far more fine-grained similarities in their depiction suggest that, in creating Ab, Faulkner was reviving Ginsfarb, and not just because Abner, too, has a dishonourably come-by limp, courtesy of a bullet wound he received while attempting to rustle Confederate horses during the Civil War: both have been disfigured by an inordinate love of profit. As Ginsfarb marches towards the airplane, for example, he is 'limping terrifically, his back stubborn, his face tragic, outraged, cold' ( p. 198). As Abner walks towards the grand house of his employer, his son notes 'the stiff black back, the stiff and implacable limp' ( p. 10). (Ginsfarb, too, is called implacable ( p. 202).) Ginsfarb is 'quite short' ( p. 186); Abner 'had never looked big anywhere' ( p. 10). Abner has 'the impervious quality of something cut ruthlessly from tin, depthless' ( p. 10), and Ginsfarb seems likewise grotesquely insubstantial: 'his jaw, the rest of his face, was not two inches deep' ( p. 187).
Such motivic parallels could just be signs of an author under pressure, drawing on a ready repertoire of devices for signifying villainy. However, several elements in 'Barn Burning' associate Abner with Jewish stereotypes, quite apart from his links to Ginsfarb. The action Abner takes that most astonishes other characters in the story is not burning barns, but suing his employer, Major de Spain, when the latter demands that Abner pay for the fine rug he has ruined, first by tracking dung onto it, and then by burning off the soiled pile with lye. De Spain is stunned by 'the incredible circumstance of being sued by one of his own tenants' ( p. 18). At the hearing itself, Abner, in a way that brings Shylock to mind, bases his complaint on a strict reading of his instructions from de Spain: '"He brought the rug to me and said he wanted the tracks washed out of it. I washed the tracks out and took the rug back to him"' ( p. 18). Such recourse to the courts may seem odd in an outlaw like Abner, but it fits the then conventional image of the Jew evading his obligations. As a 1934 study found, there was a widespread perception in the United States that 'it is difficult to collect from individual Jews or from Jewish firms when they do not feel disposed to pay their debts. Gentiles believe that Jews will become argumentative or even litigious.' The same study highlights the fact that arson itself, which stands at the centre of 'Barn Burning', was particularly associated with Jews: 'Jews are considered by certain leading insurance companies as a poor fire risk.'
12 As the renowned sociologist and immigration opponent Edward Alsworth Ross had reported two decades earlier, 'The insurance companies scan a Jewish fire risk more closely than any other.' 13 Of course, Jews were thought apt to burn down their own property, rather than others', for the purpose of collecting on it. Such arson for profit is certainly distinct from the resentful feelings that motivate Abner, but the association of Jews with the destruction of property by fire is nevertheless suggestive, especially as it aligns the stereotype of the Jew as arsonist with that of the vengeful Jew, bent on punishing his persecutors.
Who Snopes is, no less than what he does, suggests another parallel to anti-Semitic stereotypes. With their blood that had 'run for so long (and who knew where, battening on what of outrage and savagery and lust)' ( p. 21), the Snopeses' mysterious lineage recalls that attributed to Jews, often depicted in anti-Semitic literature as an essentially 'mongrel' people, whose blood is mixed with that of all the nations they have encountered in their eternal wanderings. In his 1935 We Jews, prominent columnist George Sokolsky wrote, 'Racially, the individual Jew alive to-day is a product of all the mixtures in all the environments in which his ancestors for some four thousand years happened to be.' 14 (In the next sentence, however, Sokolsky takes away what this affirmation seems to concede to anti-Semites: 'If these mixtures justify the characterization of mongrel, then all the human family is mongrel.') Faulkner's own awareness of the association of Jews with undesirable racial mixing is apparent in Go Down, Moses. In 'Delta Autumn', the aged Ike McCaslin, a man who has given up his birthright because it comes down to him with the unbearable taint of his grandfather's sexual tyranny over his slaves, and who in some ways acts as the tortured conscience of the white South, gloomily surveys the land in terms that recall both Ezra Pound's polemics and the linking of Jews and racial degradation. McCaslin, a man to be taken seriously, notes with despair 'usury and mortgage and bankruptcy and measureless wealth, Chinese and African and Aryan and Jew, all breed and spawn together until no man has time to say which one is which nor cares'.
15
Abner's clothes, too, call to mind the firmly engrained image of the Orthodox Jew, as he never appears except in a 'formal coat of broadcloth' 
and a 'flat, wide, black hat' ( p. 11). As Abner prepares to burn down de Spains' barn, we see him 'still in the hat and coat, at once formal and burlesque, as though dressed carefully for some shabby and ceremonial violence' ( p. 20). At moments such as this, clothing that on another character might signal dignity, as it seems to do in the case of Lucas Beauchamp in Intruder in the Dust and Go Down, Moses, is clearly being put to other symbolic purposes. Keeping in mind Faulkner's affinity for vaudeville-style representations of Jews, it is not difficult to see in Abner at this point the 'Jew in caricature', which, as reported in the 1937 sociological study cited above, 'is still with us', especially as the narrator's allusion to ritual violence by one so attired suggests the blood libel against the Jews, an association all the more compelling when one recalls that the sole instance of such a charge against Jews in the United States had come in 1928 when, in an incident that garnered ongoing national attention, the Jewish residents of Massena, New York, were suspected of involvement in the disappearance of a 4-year-old girl on the eve of Yom Kippur.
16
Garbed in black, head perpetually covered, and bearing the taint of ritualised violence, this litigious, 'mongrelized' arsonist could serve as the exemplary object of anti-Semitic loathing. Even the 'niggard' campfires that Abner insists on may wink at a Jewish, in addition to an AfricanAmerican, connection when the narrator refers to them as 'shrewd' ( p. 7). In short, Abner seems an example of what Nancy A. Lauckner termed the 'surrogate Jew', a concept she developed in order to explain figures in post-war German literature who, while not Jewish, nevertheless play the role of the Jew so commonly found in German fiction.
17 On occasion, according to Lauckner, such figures allowed authors a covert means for expressing their anti-Semitism in an environment grown suddenly inhospitable to the open airing of such views. Without using the phrase 'surrogate Jew', some scholars of American literature have pointed to the existence of such figures in the modernist period, notably Walter Benn Michaels, who sees in Jay Gatsby, for example, a character whose murky background suggests Jewish affiliations. 18 It is certainly tempting to attribute the relative (but by no means complete) subsidence of explicit anti-Semitic rhetoric in Faulkner's work after its 1932 high-water mark to prudential concerns, especially as during the 1930s his career became 16 T H E C A M B R I D G E Q UA RT E R LY more and more dependent on highly placed Jewish professionals in Hollywood and New York, such as Bennett Cerf, co-founder of Random House and Faulkner's publisher starting with Absalom! Absalom! in 1936, and Morty Goldman, his agent starting in 1933. Moreover, the doubtful receptivity of a magazine like Harper's in 1939 to a story like 'Death Drag' can be gauged by its publication, two months before it brought out 'Barn Burning', of 'Some Facts about Jews', a sober attempt to counter anti-Semitic stereotypes at a moment when, in the words of a later historian, hatred of Jews in America was 'more virulent and more vicious than at any time before or since'. 19 If we see Faulkner as responding to pressure to suppress his anti-Semitic rhetoric, the admirable Jews in his later work, like Gerald David Levine in A Fable, hardly appear anomalous, since they can be construed, as Alfred J. Kutzik has hypothesised, as a kind of public apology for past sins. 20 In any case, as Lauckner points out, surrogate Jews are only one part of a representational constellation that can also include Jewish characters presented through a distorting lens of 'idealization and melodramatization'. 21 We are not likely ever to know with certainty whether Faulkner laundered whatever unexpressed anti-Semitic feelings he may have had through his representations of the Snopeses. Nevertheless, by paying attention to the ways in which Faulkner in effect wrote a stereotypical Jewishness into the Ab Snopes of 'Barn Burning', we can see that he retained the representational strategies associated with anti-Semitism, even if he no longer used these strategies with the explicit aim of inculcating distaste for Jews or of forming bonds with those already having such a distaste. To get an idea of what is at stake in this way of thinking about Faulkner's achievement, we have only to glance at some representative judgements elicited by Faulkner's works in the formative days of Faulkner criticism. For Hyatt Waggoner, for example, Snopesism was 'avarice married to pure animality'. 22 Flem Snopes, Cleanth Brooks quite justifiably claimed, is supposed to represent 'the commercial spirit in its purity -a spirit that is completely corrosive of all human ties and decencies'. 23 The point here is not that these descriptions, mutatis mutandis, 
would be right at home in conventional anti-Semitic diatribes (although it may not be irrelevant to note that they would be), but rather to suggest that Faulkner may never have given up the methods of exaggeration and vilification he used against Jews in 'Death Drag', even if latterly he employed them to decry abstractions like 'avarice' and 'the commercial spirit'. That even towards the end of his career the matter of the Snopeses could tempt Faulkner in the direction of political melodrama reminiscent of the 1930s is, in any case, evident in his 1957 remarks to students at the University of Virginia, whom he told, just as The Town was being published, that Snopes brings on a crisis, that he must be engaged in battle and destroyed, that he calls forth warriors who purify the land: 'the impulse to eradicate Snopes is in my opinion so strong that it selects its champions when the crisis comes. When the battle comes it always produces a Roland.'
24
Even at its most coarse, however, Faulkner's anti-Semitism was not entirely conventional, as he felt free to play with the usual repertoire of anti-Semitic themes to suit his own critique of modernity. Like the Agrarian Donald Davidson, with whom, as we shall see, he evidently felt some affinity, Faulkner seems to have seen in Jews the embodiment of a whole slew of modernising forces that threatened all he found valuable in Southern tradition. 25 Thus in 'Death Drag', the airplane is not merely associated with a Jew, it even looks stereotypically Jewish: 'The nose was big with engine' ( p. 189). '[R]eared on its muddy wheels … with a quality immobile and poised and dynamic' ( p. 189), the plane anticipates 'the solid, squat, dynamic shapes of tin cans' bearing a logo of 'scarlet devils' and filled with 'hermetic meat' ( p. 3) that so entice the famished Sarty at the beginning of 'Barn Burning'. As John T. Matthews has argued, 'Sarty's response to the advertising age signals Southern modernization'. And, as in 'Death Drag', the 'dynamic' herald of modernization is likened to a figure marked as a Jew: 'Like the goods for sale, Ab looks like he is "cut from tin"', Matthews notes, and his voice is 'harsh like tin and without heat like tin' ( p. 8).
26 Even in this tale set in the 1890s, Faulkner manages to associate the Snopeses with that other 'tin can' that would 24 become the technological centrepiece of modern American culture, the car, as the narrator explains that Ab strikes his mules with the same quality that 'in later years would cause his descendants to over-run the engine before putting a motor car into motion' ( p. 6).
27
By moving into Yoknapatawpha county, then, the Snopeses are to be understood as the vanguard of a cultural, and perhaps ethnic, threat to those traditions that, vexed as Faulkner at his best showed them to be, were to his mind preferable to a culture created by 'the commercial spirit in its purity'. In 'Barn Burning', the question of whether the old values will be upheld devolves upon Sarty, who finds himself drifting away from his father's wolfish ethic. Interestingly, Abner's antagonist in the fight for Sarty's loyalty is not a person, but a house, the de Spain residence. When Sarty catches sight of it, he is decisively sundered from his father's rootless, purely self-seeking way of life. However, in the South of 1939, to locate a vital pedagogical function in the aspect of an old house of traditional form was in effect to resist that other force of modernisation against which 'Barn Burning' takes a stand, the force epitomised by 'the appearance, all of a sudden, of outsized, three-dimensional but peculiarly refined architectural entities distributed over hundreds of miles': centralised, bureaucratically administered governmental power, especially as realised in such grand projects as the Tennessee Valley Authority.
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Seeing the de Spain house as a symbolic affirmation of regionalism, and thus as an implicit rejection of federal authority, would not make 'Barn Burning' the first of Faulkner's works to run together anxieties over both racial and governmental incursions into the South. In 'There Was a Queen', which appeared in Scribner's a year after 'Death Drag', we are introduced to a Jewish FBI agent who blackmails the widow of a scion of the South into having sex with him. The fact that hardly any Jews were agents in Hoover's FBI at that time seems to rule out a desire for verisimilitude as the motive behind making this federal agent Jewish. 29 Published in January 1933, the story of course precedes talk about how 'the New Deal is a Jew Deal' or alarm about what was to be President Roosevelt's pathbreaking appointment of Jews to the bench and the cabinet, but it does suggest why calls for such alarm fell on fertile ground: both Jews and a newly assertive federal authority could seem alien, powerful, and 
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Electrification plays its part in the undoing of traditional sanctities, and that part would, of course, be greatly expanded when the New Deal, with its archetypal programme, the Tennessee Valley Authority, 'crept across the mountains'. Notably for a story written as the country prepared for war, federal authority, rather than a more amorphous force derisively labelled 'civilisation', is the threat to manliness and honour in Faulkner's 'The Tall Men', although Faulkner is careful to show that love of country is not incompatible with contempt for a government whose works include the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) and 'a dozen other three-letter reasons for a man not to work' ( p. 58). In the story, a federal agent calls on a farming family in order to arrest a pair of brothers who have failed to register for the draft. On the orders of their father, about to have his leg amputated without any anaesthetic but whiskey, the brothers leave immediately, not in the custody of the agent, but to enlist, as loyalty to country demands. The agent, discouraged from interfering by the local marshal, seems to realise by the end that the family's honour transcends the draft board technicalities it has been his business to enforce.
In his study of Faulkner and the Great Depression, Ted Atkinson has noted that 'the story's primary themes of rugged individualism and dogged resistance to what is perceived as monolithic federal authority seem to have been lifted from Southern Agrarianism', while also pointing out the tale's structural kinship to 'Barn Burning', as the federal investigator's consciousness becomes the disputed territory, much like Sarty's in the earlier work. 33 The two stories have other affinities as well. As I shall suggest is the case in 'Barn Burning', in 'The Tall Men', what Albert Borgmann calls focal things and practices serve as sites of resistance to a bureaucratised technology of power identified with intrusive federal authority. 34 For what distinguishes the story's latter-day incarnation of heroic Tennesseans, apart from their sheer grit, is their thoroughly ritualised behaviour, which is represented in a way that shows Faulkner not to have been immune to the pull of an aesthetic emphasising conformity, obedience, and a certain angular masculinity. The young men who, out of carelessness, have failed to register for the draft are 'two absolutely identical blue-eyed youths' ( p. 49), silent except for terse, soldierly responses, in unison, to their father's commands: 'Again it seemed to the investigator that they answered as one, "Yes, father"' ( p. 52). Of particular importance for Faulkner is the way the sons take leave of their father, by kissing him 
on the mouth. While attempting to explain the nature of the family's life of 'honor and pride and discipline', which he opposes to 'just getting along from one WPA relief check to the next one', the marshal concludes by saying: 'Growned men kissing one another without hiding and without shame. Maybe that's what I am trying to say' ( p. 60) . That what the marshal has been trying to say about a life of honour may be summed up in the tableau of grown men kissing one another may be surprising, but it demonstrates the extent to which Faulkner sees certain key gestures as vital to the preservation of whole forms of life.
In his 1944 attempt to vindicate entrenched white Southern values, Richard M. Weaver sheds light on the marshal's inability to offer a principle that justifies or explains his interference with the enforcement of federal laws, and his opting instead to point to a paradigmatic act that, he implies, helps to establish an entire repertoire of behaviours and priorities. 'In strong contrast to the Middle West', Weaver wrote, 'the South has a metaphysical instinct which tells it where it stands in any contingency. It cannot analyze, it cannot explain to the world, but the secret voice is a true one.' 35 As Robert H. Brinkmeyer Jr. has argued, Faulkner's intuition that culture is held together by focal practices is evident in 'The Bear', in which 'the ethic of the hunt' and the hunted bear itself, Old Ben, elicit and preserve 'a unified cultural ideal', 'the life of the hunt and … by extension of the ordered world of traditional Southern life'. 36 In a word, Faulkner's understanding of what forms a culture and holds it together incorporates ideas we have come to associate with anthropologists like Clifford Geertz, for whom folkways and works of art, 'Quartets, still lifes, and cockfights … are positive agents in the creation and maintenance of … sensibility'.
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Such thinking, however, was already firmly in place in the 1930s, especially with regard to architecture and its alleged ability to instil values. For this reason, New Deal building projects were not merely aimed, as the New York Times reported in 1936, at producing government buildings 'which fit into the modern picture' with the aid of a 'new centralized system' and a 'general scheme of standardization', 'the product of a reasoned and ordered program'. 38 T H E C A M B R I D G E Q UA RT E R LY work as inspiring projections of the power of a newly invigorated state, and were to play a role in forging a specifically national, rather than merely regional, identity. Nowhere were such aspirations more on display than in the structures erected by the Tennessee Valley Authority, with its mission not only to bring electricity to the hinterland, but to transform the South socially and economically. Thus, speaking at the Museum of Modern Art at the preview of a 1941 exhibition of TVA architecture and design, TVA director David E. Lilienthal saw in dams and generators 'monuments' that would glamorise the aims of the New Deal and, he implies, subordinate regional to national identity, 'reflect[ing] for centuries the standard of American culture and the purpose of American life of our time'. Rising to the challenge thrown down by Nazi boasts concerning a 'thousand-year Reich', he predicted that the structures would stand 'a thousand years or more perhaps'. 39 Reviewing the exhibition on the pages of the New Yorker, Lewis Mumford concurred, enthusing: 'Here is modern architecture at its mightiest and its best. The Pharaohs did not do any better.' 40 But for regionalists like Davidson and Faulkner, mourning the decay of traditions fallen prey to forces penetrating from the east, the promise of greater integration with the country as a whole, on the basis of a national self-image approved by centralised authority, presented obvious threats to cultural integrity. Ideas circulating in the TVA's upper echelons would have confirmed their apprehensions. The need to do away with an outmoded cultural inheritance was frankly admitted by the first chairman of the TVA, Arthur Morgan, for whom 'There is no traditional line … at which men must stop in their efforts to bring order out of chaos; no limits need be set on our hopes for a more inclusive and masterly synthesis.' 41 Consequently, structures like the Norris Dam impounding the Clinch River in Tennessee, perhaps the most iconic of TVA projects, were designed to do more than meet the ends that were the domain of the engineers. Opened in 1936, the dam was ringed with parkland and outfitted with observation decks and dramatic lighting to maximise the impression of monumentality visitors would receive. The pedestrian approaches to the viewing areas were laid out so that the retaining wall would loom 
up like the Acropolis. 42 In a 1939 postcard, the dam rears up imposingly against the night sky while, dramatically silhouetted against the mass of concrete, a man and woman with their backs to the camera lean against the guard rails, apparently lost in thought at the engineering marvel before them (see Figure 1) . The Norris Dam was not conceived merely as a functional object, but as something to be experienced, a source of wonder. Everything was done to give viewers a thrill like the one reported by Stuart Chase, a member of Roosevelt's 'kitchen cabinet' and possibly the coiner of the phrase 'the New Deal': 'to see the authority in operation is a spiritually refreshing experience. To look at the clean, strong walls of Norris Dam between the hills of pine … to know that … men's faces turn to a common purpose and a common goal -intoxicates the imagination.' 43 The rhetoric here is not so far removed from that found in what has proved the most durable argument to appear in the 1930s for the community-forming power of architecture, Heidegger's 'The Origin of the Work of Art', with its evocation of the way a Greek temple could call forth the Greek world: 'The temple, in its standing there, first gives to things their look and to men their outlook on themselves … Towering up within itself, the work opens up a world and keeps it abidingly in force.' 44 this vision of the de Spains' security provides a straightforward explanation of what in fact happens in the story. The 'spell of the house' ( p. 11) has indeed rendered the buildings impervious to Abner's flames, not by magic but, to paraphrase Heidegger, by giving Sarty his outlook on himself, and by turning him into someone who will betray his father and even set in motion events that will lead to his death, rather than allow him any longer to assail the prevailing order. In Chase's terms, the strong walls of the de Spain house, the first substantial dwelling Sarty has ever seen, make him realise that there is an alluring alternative to his father's isolating independence, that 'men's faces turn towards a common purpose and a common goal', namely the maintenance of the whole ordered way of life that the house exemplifies. Moreover, even though Sarty is a Snopes -it is in reference to him that the narrator comments on the fantastically mixed Snopes background -we see that, for Faulkner, culture can at least sometimes trump blood, or provide the impetus necessary for one strain to contend successfully against others.
The house is therefore a focal object that turns Sarty into an agent of a culture to which his father remains an alien and that acts as a counterweight to the many monuments to national identity then being proffered to the population at the time the story was published. In his 1944 essay 'The Need for a New Monumentality', Sigfried Giedion argued, 'The people want buildings representing their social, ceremonial, and community life. … They seek the expression of their aspirations for monumentality, for 46 Sarty experiences precisely such joy and, like Giedion, considers whether less exceptionally sensitive people will prove susceptible to influences that might after all be quite ethereal. Wondering if the house can have any effect on his father, he thinks, 'Maybe he will feel it too. Maybe it will even change him now from what maybe he couldn't help but be' ( p. 11). Giedion, with equal tentativeness, asked if even the festivals and monuments he saw as indispensable for instituting a new communal identity could really reach 'the emotional apparatus of the average man'. 47 Both the significance attributed to focal objects as tools for forging a community of interests and the anxiety about their efficacy reflect characteristic concerns of a moment when traditional forms of life and the new orders that sought to displace them seemed to require symbols capable of reviving old allegiances or calling new ones into being. The sense that a new community, or a renewed old one, was, in a way, waiting in the wings, needing only the right legislative or ceremonial gesture to precipitate its appearance, is evident, for example, in Agrarian Frank Owsley's assertion that, were the regional governments he favoured established, an agrarian society would 'grow … spontaneously. … The old communities, the old churches, the old songs would arise from their moribund slumbers.' 48 In his 1934 book New Frontiers, Henry Wallace, then Secretary of Agriculture, had captured the prevailing sense of being on the threshold of a decisive turning by describing the nation in terms that made it sound like Sarty: 'The United States is like a boy eighteen years old, possessed of excellent health and a strong body, but so unsettled in his mind and feelings that he doesn't know what to do next.' 'We did not tell our sons and daughters', he explains, 'that they were caught between two worlds.' 49 In 'Barn Burning', although set some forty years in the past, Faulkner depicted the uncertainties of his own era, and in Sarty's movement from confusion to commitment he offers an example of how such perplexities might be resolved.
Many of the threads we have been tracing through 'Barn Burning' reconverge at the very end of the Snopes Trilogy. In The Mansion, whose title refers to the de Spain house, which Flem Snopes has made his own, Flem's daughter, Linda Snopes Kohl, has proved instrumental in the killing of her father by a third party, just as Sarty apparently has in 'Barn Burning'. In a gesture seeming to confirm the associations discussed above, she has married a Jew. With her inheritance she purchases a 46 Sigfried Giedion, 'The Need for a New Monumentality', in Paul Zucker (ed.), New Architecture and City Planning (New York 1944) 50 Such ornamentation would have elicited a groan from David Lilienthal, who, when addressing the members of the Museum of Modern Art, sarcastically asked: 'Should we raise up monoliths to set their giant shoulders against the floods of a thousand years, and then embellish their strength with the doo-dads and columns of a civilization now gone for a thousand years?' Sigfried Giedion, hoping to forestall the usual philistine 'pseudomonumentality' that cropped up in response to any call for grandeur, likewise complained: 'The recipe is always the same: take some curtains of columns and put them in front of any building, whatever its purpose and to whatever consequences it may lead.'
51 Whatever the hopes of the more avant-garde government builders or of the intellectuals who backed up their efforts, 'neoclassical monumentalism', of the kind that has been inorganically applied to the de Spain house, remained 'the architectural style in which the state visually manifests power and authority'. 52 The alien Snopeses have thus proved the vehicle for turning a Southern icon into a bombastic symbol suggestive both of grasping commercialism eager to clothe itself in the trappings of gentility and of an imperial, centralised authority intent on overshadowing the distinctively regional. It is an apt, if discouraged, conclusion for a saga whose beginnings in 'Barn Burning' already hinted at the corrosive threats to the South posed by an alien presence within, and by the encroachment from without of a technologically propelled, centrally administered modernity. 50 William Faulkner, The Mansion (New York 1965) p. 366. 51 Giedion, 'The Need for a New Monumentality', p. 555. 52 Wolfgang Schivelbusch, Three New Deals (New York 2007) p. 4.
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